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Netherland · Hilton ·scene
Of
Marx
Debate
Tourney
M EJ •
Shd )dF C
•1

Foreign Aid Topic For Second National Debate;
Tournament Sponsored By Cincinnati's Judge Marx
8

Robert ~. ~::e;:~~:nal

The second
Invitational Debate
Tournament opened this morning at the Netherland-Hilton
Hotel. This week-end Xavier University is in the national
spotlight as it plays host to visiting debaters from an over the
United States. A total of 22 schools, including Xavier, are
participating in the tournament.
The debaters began arriving in
Cincinnati yesterday afternoon.
and evening. They were wel·
corned at the Netherland·Hilton
Hotel by members of the Poland
Philopedian Debating Society of
Xavier University. Some of the
debaters enjoyed viewing the
Cinerama film, "Seven Wonders
of the World" yesterday evening,
as guests of the I!lanager of the
Capitol Theater.
The serious business of the
tournament · got under way this
morning at 8:30 a.m., as coaches,
A shipment of 2,000 daffodil
blossoms for the Mars: Tournament will arrive In Cincinnati
tomorrow at 10:00 a.m. The flow·
ers are a gift from the city of
Tacoma, Washington to publicize
Its Daffodil Festival. They will
be arranged for the banquet by
Mrs. Gump, chairman of the Federated Garden Clubs.

Robert S. Marx
decision to that team.
All the teams will debate four
rounds today and two tomorrow
morning. Then the eight teams
debaters, chairmen, and· time· with the best records will enter
keepers gathered f9r a general eliminations, leading to th e
meeting. The first of four rounds Championship Trophy. The other
of debate today began at 9:00 a.m. 16 teams will debate two more
All the debates are being held in rounds tomorrow after.noon, to
meeting rooms of the Netherland- determine the winner of the ConHilton. Each school is represented solation Trophy.
In between the actual debating,
by a two-man team, prepared to
debate either side of the debate a number of social events are
topic; This year's intercollegiate planned, · to make the debaters'
debate topic, which will be used, visit to the Queen City a pleasant
is "Resolved: ' that the United one. After the 4 rounds today,
States should discontinue direct the debaters will board chartered
economic aid to foreign coun- buses for a short conducted tour
tries." The pros and cons of this of Cincinnati. The tour will be
explosive issue will be . aired in followed this evening by the
a total of 97 debates during the President's Reception and Buffet
Supper in the Blue Room of the
tournament.
Xavier
Union Building.
In an average debate, each of
Debating will resume tomorthe four speakers (2 affirmative
and 2 negative) gives a 10-minute row, with two rounds of debate
constructive speech,- in which he in the morning. After lunch, the
.presents his arguments for or mimes of the eight teams with
against the debate resolution. the best records will be anAfter a brief intermission, the · nounced. The quarter-finals and
debate is concluded with 5-min- semi-finals of · the championship
ute rebuttal speeches by each of level will be held tomorrow afthe debaters, in which they re- ternoon. ·The other 16 teams will
' fute their opponents' arguments participate in the two consolation
and reaffirm their own. A qual- rounds.
ified Judge (or judges) then deThe climax· of the tournament
cides which team has done the will he the concluding banquet
better debating, and awards the
(Continued on Page 3)

ay ect1ons .... c e . u e
or ounc1 ;
City Voting Booths Again To Be Used

W u lk H eads West After Six
Eventful Years As Head Coacl".,

By Mel Brennan, Newa Sports Editor
Xavier University is without a head basketball coach
today. Coach Ned Wulk, the winningest coach in the history
of the school, resigned Friday morning, it was announced
by the Very Rev. Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., president. When the
announcement came, it signified the end of an era of winning
basketball, holiday tournies, and
NIT bids, many · for the' first
time.
,
Wulk took over the head
coaching reigns in October of
1951 at the age of only 31 years.
Since that time, his teams have
won 89 games, while dropping
68. They have competed in the
Kentucky Intercollegiate Tourney, the Queen City Invitational
for the past two seasons in a
row. This season, the Musketeers
had their most successful season percentage-wise when they
1·an-up a 20-8 record. Only Lewis
Hert's 1947-'18 team won more
games (24).
Wulk came to Xavier from
Lacrosse State Teachers College
where he won letters in football, basketball, and baseball.

He was named to the All..,Wisconsin Conference teams in both
football · and rbasketball. After
college, he s~rved four years
John Haley reviews the Ned
Wulk · story In bis column on
page 2.
during World War II. Here, he
rose from a buck private to
captain.
Freshman football and basketball chores and head baseball
coach were the first positions
handed to Wulk when he first
came to Xavier in 1948. In 20
seasons of varied competition,
his teams have posted only four
losing seasons. He was also Head
of the Physical Education Department.

Nominations Now Taken
For Council Positions
By Don Bornhorst
Student Council President
Ed Sajewski has officially announced the dates of this
year's student elections as
May 6 and 7. As in former

years, each candidate must submit to the Student Board of
Elections ten written seconds to
his nominati.on in order to be,
recognized as a candidate in the
election. The Board of Elections
composed of Jim Perry, Harr;
Carson, Dave Melancon, Jim
Foster, and Paul Haley, will hold
office hours in North Hall for
the convenience of prospective
candidates.
The actual mechanics of the
election will parallel those of
last year's highly successful
effort. The polls will be situated
in the auditorium of South Hall,
and plans are being made to
rent voting •booths from the
City of Cincinnati as was done
last year. Votes will be tallied
according to the proportionalrepresentatio~ method as specified in the Student Council
Constitution.

April 26 Date For Junior Prom At Sherato11
Gibson Roof Garden;· Today .Last Day For .
Jt1niors ,To Choose Three Queen Finalists
Juniors! Only three of the
young ladies pictured here
ill be in the running for your
rom queen after today. Vote,
make sure one is your choice.
The Juniors, who have been
voting for the past two days for
their queen, will select three
finalists at this election. The
queen will be chosen the night
of the dance. The candidates for
Junior Prom Queen are: Gail
Arnold, Carol Bomkamp, Bobbette Gunville, Sue Hogan, Pat
Holloran, Cecilia Rolfes, and
Janet Zuber; one of these will
be queen of the finest dance of
the year.
The Prom will ·be on the first
Friday after Easter, April 26.
Tickets will be on sale the entire
(Continued on Page 8)
ovely

~

Pictured. above are the Queen Candidates. They are, from left
to right: Bobbette Gunvllle, Gall Arnold, Janet Zuber, Carol Bomkamp, Pat Hollovan, CeeiUa Rolfes, and Sue Rosan.

All-Catholic_ All-American Results Page 10
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Hound Of Hinkle

Willkommen
. It is indeed an honor for Xavier University to sponsor
the Second Robert S. Marx Invitational Debate Tournament.
The News extends to all the participants (we would call them
Marxists, except for the connotation) a hea~ty, M.id-Western
willkommen. We wish to congratulate the .winner in advan.ce.
And we positively hope that no team will take a? ne~ative
outlook on any loss. May the better m~n (or .woman.) win..
Seriously everyone connected with this tournament is
grateful to J~dge Marx for his co!l~inu~ng ~upp?rt of college
debating. Many of the.colleges partI~1patmg in th1.s tournament
have· long been noted for producmg outstanding debaters.
Thanks to Judge Marx, we will have an opportunity to observe
this talent this week-end.

By Bill Diaque

This afternoon at 2:00 p.m.
and tomorrow evening at
8:30 p.m. the se.cond last concert of the season will be presented. The program will be

What Happened?
ver hear of the Sword and Plume? If you have, you are one
of the few students who have. If you haven't heard, i~'s
an honorary alumni society or~anize~ to honor students ~n
their senior year with membership. J'his ho~or.ary !Ilembersh1p
is conferred only on seniors who have d1stmgm.shed themselves in activities and who pledge themselves to impress the
ideals of Jesuit education on their fellow me~." .
There have been no appointments to th1.s society, for at
least four years. ·No one knows why. It cert~mly has~ t. bee!l
for lack of eligible members. It would certainly be fitting if
some of these seniors were so honored at the Honors Convocation in May. -M. B.

E
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Fifty Members In Net,vest Club;
Musketeer Chapter For The S.A.M.
A newly formed club on
· campus is the Society For
The Advancement of Management. Election of officers took
place Wednesday, April 10.
The officers are: Ed Alf, president; Tom Campbell and Kevin
Rearden, vice - presidents; Paul
Reinermann, secretary; and Paul
Hartlaub, treasurer.
The club meets twice a month,
usually in the Cash Room. The
purpose of the club is "to pro-

mote a professional spirit and
acquaintance with industry."
Last night the club had a panel
discussion on "The Basic: Problems of ··Management Today."
The panel members were: Lawrence Jackson of the Tool Steel
and Pinion Co.; Richard Schmidt
from Farson, Hoffman and Northlich; Norbert Volle from the Kroger Co.; and A. J. Morris of Gen·
eral Electric.

Masque Highlights
By Bob Frommeyer, Neavs Aasociate Editor
Tickets will be available for summer stock. Joyce Kindt is
the Masque Society's last pro· from Evening College. Joyce
duction of the year "The Star starred as secretary Amelia ShotWagon" during E~ster week. graven in "Heaven Can Wait."
The piay will be given on Tom Stadtmiller, a senior from
May 3, 4 and 5. The tickets are Silverton, starred as boxer Joe
$1.00 at the door and they may Pendleton in "Heaven Can Wait)'
be exchanged for the last coupon board director Alfred Metcalfe
(No. 35) in the Student Activity in "Solid Gold Cadillac." He also
book. Student companion tickets had roles in "Detective Story,"
are available, the cost is 50 cents. "'Praise Of Folly," and "Man Who
There will be a ticket booth in Came To Dinner." Tom is the
South Hall the week before the stage manager of the play. Bob
play.
Brock is the production manager.
A preview and matinee per- He was the scene designer for
formance will be given on Sun- "Solid Gold Cadillac" and starred
day, April 28, at 2:15 p.m. There as Mr. Jordan in "Heaven Can
will be no charge, and everyone Wait."
is welcome.
Musically, the play will ,have
Different parts in the play will a choir loft scene with the music
be taken by Jim Dusablon, a arranged and rehearsed by Tom
senior from Chicago. His previous Gressler, a .professional accordiexperience has been as a fight onist. Fr. Holland and Fr. Kramanager in "Heaven Can Wait," mer of Elet Hall will supply the
and more recently Jim will be accordion. The choir will feature
remembered for his performance hymns by Cardinal Newman,
as board director, Clifford Snell, "Lead Kindly Light," in fourin "Solid Gold Cadillac." Joni part harmony. Jim Van Flandern
Lambers is from the Evening will solo with "Holy City," with
College. Joni is remembered for accordion accompanist Barbara
her dazzling performance as the Vauiht.
model L'Arriere in "Solid Gold
The time machine for the "Star
Cadillac." Joni is also Cincin- Wagon," is being developed by
nati's Miss Minute Maid. Jim a committee composed of the fol·
V:an F1andern, a senior from Cin· lowing five physics club majors:
cinnati, has portrayed roles in Tom Zepf, Bill Sandke, Ben Ceri·
Shakespeare and Moliere plays mele, Leonard Weibel and Joe
with Vermillion - On· The· Lake Leugers.

.Symphony
Preview

Comment One-He came, saw, and conquered. The final
'lines of the Ned Wulk Story might be written in this manner:
Ned Wulk, basketball coach extraordinary, diligept professor,
and successful in all fields.
.
This chapter of the Wulk story lasted nine years. In the
'early days it was not an easy
By this time it is no secret that
road to walk. Freshman football alumni cries over the season endand basketball coach, head ba~e- ing loss to Bradley brought showball coach, profe~sor of education ers of criticism on Ned. It is unand als9 a candidate for a mas- fortunate that the entire alumni
ter's. degree. I~ ~he early days at populus must take credit for the
Xavier, Ned did JU~t about every- work of ia few. As usual, the ones
thing but sell tickets at the who do all the yelling over a
events he coached.
loss can't be found when they
In 1951 Ned took over the :Xav- might be able to provide a favor:
ier Mus~eteers. I~ 1~51 a bid to Let's hope that these glad-handthe Naboool Invitational T~ur- ers are few and far between, for
nament was almost an unbehev- the sake of Xavier and the next
able dream. As the years went
h
.
coac .
,
..
h .
If
on, the teams b egan t o grow m
prominence and in the same
~eds abillty as ~ coac is se manner the won and loss record evident. In m_Y mmd one of t~e
also grew. In six years Ned took finest compllments ever paid
two teams to the NIT both of Ned was by a member of .the adwhich advanced to th~ quarter ministra~ion. "Ned W~lk is more
. 1
than a fme coach. He is a gentlef ma
s.
.
man besides,
a comb'ma t•ion wh'ich
Be~ides the post season tournais tou h to find."
ment, Wulk-coached teams also
g
· .
.
won the Queen City tournament,
The best ~1she.s of this co~~mn
and broke Western Kentucky's 67 go to Ned m his new position,
game win streak at home, and but pl~ase, _coach, reme~ber that
few ·people will forget the blast- poor little independent m southing win over Louisville a few west Ohio; they're not so little
seasons back.
anymore.

DOWN

FRONT

Felloivships
-·For Spain

By Tom McAuli/Je

,
Greetings from Melvin Coznowski and Tom McAulifie.
This week America's wetest had the privilege of a double
treat. Melvin's uncle, Max Blue, is opening a movie theater in
Norwood called the Hades Playhouse; and Max's chief concern
at present is to establish a reputation of fine showmanship
and good taste both in his selection and presentation of Hollywood's finest films. And so,
Melvin and I received an engraved telephone invitation to
attend, along with Cincinnati's
other leading drama critics, the
Hades Playhouse's first sneak
preview. And you can imagine
our joy w~en we heard that we
were to be among the firsts in
Southprn Ohio to see the latest
Tennessee Williams-Elisa Kazan
epic, "The Flagalapa Story."
The long unheralded and unwaited for "Flagalapa Story"
is going to be another smashing
box-office victory for Williams,
Kazan, and illegitimate children.

made up of three works, one concerto and two orchestral pieces.
The orchestra will open the program with Anatole Liadoff's
"Eight Russian Folk Songs Opus
58," and Dr. Johnson will peJ.".form the world premiere of Serge
De Gastyne's "Hollin Hall Symphony."
The second half of the program
will feature Louis Kentner as
piano soloist in Johannes Brahms'
piano concerto, "Concert No. 1 in
D Minor, Opus 15." Mr. Kentner
is replacing the eminent British
pianist, Solomon, who had to cancel his engagements because of
illness.
Mr. Kentner was'-born in Hungary and remained there until
1935, a.fter which he went to
England. His brother-in-law is
the noted violinist Yehudi Menuhin. Besides being noted for his
virtuosity, ·he is also noted because of the wide range of his
repertory, ranging from classical
to contemporary composers. Although Mr. Kentner has been to
almost every city in Europe and
Asia, last year ·was his first appearance in America, and this is
4.j.s first appearance with the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra.
Of the various tributes afforded Louis Kentner, the .Weekly
News of Zurich, Switzerland says
·that Louis Kentner "wakes memories of Mariz Rosenthal and D'
Albert and, in the present day,
Serkin, Rubenstein, and Horowitz."
Also, this coming week will
mark the twentieth and last concert of the season. Note well the
change in days and time: Wednesday, April 17, nt 6:45 p.m., and
Thursday, April 18, at 1:15 p.m.
Dr. Johnson has scheduled a
work most suitable ·for Holy
Week, J. S. Bach's "St. Matthew's
Passion, for Solo, Chorus, and
Orchestra." Featured in the performance will be: Maud Nosler,
soprano; Lillian Chaahasian, contralto; David Lloyd, tenor; Kenneth Smith, bass-baritone; YiKivei Sze, bass; and the chorus
of Miami University, This would
be an ideal concert to attend,
since choral works are among
the best concerts of the year.
This is the last issue of The
News until May 3. May you all
have a Happy Easter.

Briefly, "The Flagalapa Story"
is the heart warming tale of
Antonio Flagalapa, half-breed
son of Vivasco Flagalapa of
Sicily· and Mary Monkeyhoxns
of Kafloga, Florida, who after
spending the first twenty miserable years of his life selling
halazone tablets to his neighbors
in Kafloga, moves north to
make his mark in the world,
After a brief five minute tl'avelogue showing Antonio wandering around Atlanta, Birmingham,
Memphis, and Nashville, ·the
rest of the movie is taken up
showing him spending the last
even more miserable years of
his life selling French post!ards on Jefferson Street in
(Continued on Pase 8)
\.

Six fellowships for study in
Spain are available to American
students for the 1957-58 academic
year. They provide $2,000 to
cover travel, maintenance and
tuition.
Candidates must be United
States citizens preferably under
30 years of age. Bachelor's or
Master's degree is required.
Other requirements are academic
ability and capacity for independent and advanced study or
research, a good knowledge· of
Spanish, a good moral charact~r.
anCI personality and good health.
Applications may be obtained
from the Institute of International Education, 1 East 67th
Street, New York 21, N.Y.

SUMMER STUDY

BOOKLET NOW
The publication "S um m e r
Study Abroad" may be obtained
upon request from the Institute
of International Education, 1
East 67th Street, New York 21,
N.Y.
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Keep Reds Out!
The Christopher News Notes
has suggested a letter writing
campaign to protest the proposed entry of Red China into
the U.N. Please write local and
state officials, U.S. Senators and
Congressmen, U.N. representatives, newspaper editors and
radio commentators, and the
heads of different organizations.
Here is the address of our chief
U.N. representative:
Ambassador Henry Cabot Lodge,
U.S. Delegate to the United Nations, 2 Park Avenue, New York,
N.Y.

Trip ·To France Award For French Essay
The Counselor of Culture of
the French diplomatic representation to the United States has
announced a national essay contest in celebration of the bicentenary of the birth cf La
Fayette, which is being observed
during the whole of 1957 ir. both

------------------------5 tudy in Europe

double spaced, on the subject:
"La Fayetce et la Revolution
. . " E ac h of the au th ors
americame.
f h
.
.
o . t e eight best
essays wlll re.
ceive a free tnp to France in the
sum~~r of ~957, where they will
~artmpate m formal ceremonies
m ·honor of the bi-centenary

celebration. In addition, they
will receiv.e an aw~r~ of ~O,O~O
francs durmg the
visit . which is
.
to last from five to six weeks.
Th e s t u den ts w h o sub m1"t th e
hundred best essays will be
given a special medal, engraved
by Delannoy, in honor of La
Fayette.

ECONOMICAL ACADEMIC YEAR

Marx Tourney
(Continued frl'm Page 1)
tomorrow evening in the Netherland-Hilton Hall of Mirrors. At
the banquet will be held the
finals of the Championship level.
S. Marx will award the prizes.
These prizes will be the same as
those given last year. The win~
ning college will receive a large
trophy; the coach, a cash awarc!,...
of $50; and the victorious debaters, desk pen sets. The secondplace college will receive a trophy and the debaters will be
awarded engraved plaques. The
Consolation prizes will be a trophy for the college and goldfilled keys for the debaters.
The Marx Tournament, considered by many to be one of the
finest in the country, is sponsored
by Judge Robert S. Marx. Judge
Marx was a member of the expert debating team of the University of Cincinnati in 1909, His
colleagues on that team were T.
Lincoln Bouscaren, who is now
Rev. T. Lincoln Bouscaren, S. J.,
Pr9curator General' of the Society of Jesus; and Charles Sawyer,
who was the former Ambassador
to Belgium and Secreetary of
Commerce in President Truman's
cabinet.
Judge Marx himself has had an
outstanding career. He served as
a captain in the 1st World War,
and was decorated with the Distinguished Service Cross, the
Verdun Medal, and the Order of
' the Purple Heart. He was judge
of the Superior Court of Cincinnati from 1920. to 1926, and at
one time taught at Xavier's College of Law. Judge Marx is also
well known as the founder of
the Disabled American Veterans
of World War I. At the present
time he is a member of the Ohio,
Michigan, and Illinois Bars.
Xavier's representatives in the
tournament are Daniel Brislane
and Wayne Fehr, of the Class of
'59, both members of the Philopedian Debating Society. Other
members of the Debating Society
are acting as chairmen for the
debates. Frank Hamel, '57, president of the Society, will assist
the moderator, Rev. Vincent J.
Horrigan, S.J., ir• managing the
administrative details of the tournament.
The public is welcome to attend
the individual debates today and
tomorrow. Tickets for the banquet tomorrow evening may be
purchased for $5.00.
0 __ ._.._r_______ .._..

France and the United States.
The competition, which is open
to American citizens of both
sexes in their senior year in an
.
.
,
American
college or university
requires the submission of a~
essay in French, not more than
six to eight pages in length and

' Enroll In o full program of English taught
courses at the University of Vienna. Live In
o Viennese home. Learn to speak Germon
fluently. Participate In three separate study
tours throu'h eight countries. Integrate study
and travel or o gro11 roots gro1p of contemporary European problems. This two-semester
program lo1t1 10 months. Round trip oceon
transportation is covered In the oll lnclu1lv•
fee of
$1780.

warm for a topcoat
but too cool for just. a sport shirt during
your out.door leisure. Our Lightweight
Jackets are the
,•
::;.;.;:::: smart way to protect
yourself against wind
and weather that
blows hot and cool.
.::-:x·~"""""

For Information and application forms,
fill out this coupon and moil to:

THE INSTITUTE OF EUROPEAN STUDIES
"A non•proflt corporation"
35 East Wacker Dr.,
C~lcogo 1, Ill.

__________ .. _____ _
name

oddreH
city

stat•

J

Too Important To ForgetThe tremendous value of milk as a natural
energy restoring food makes it an essential
in every student's diet.

H. MILLER DAIRY CO., INC.
656 East McMillan

Mahley

&

Carew

TWO FINE STORES
Carew Tower • Western Hills Plaza
Two Mighty Good Men To Know
20 Years Experience
MUFFLERS
CAR-LIFE
GUARANTEE
INSTALLED FREE

BRAKES
RELINED
$17.50
AND UP

M U F F L E R M A N - THE - B RA K E M A N
3858 Montgomery Rd. (Norwood) ME 1-6832
Dual Exhaust Systems - Sold Installed

WO.oclburn 1-2474

l

TUXEDO
RENTAL

SHILLITO'S
OFFERS
CAREERS IN RETAILING
FOR
1957 GRADUATES
Befor~

making a final decision on your careerinvestigate the opportunities for success and
advancement available in the largest department
store in Cincinnati, Ohio. Shillito's is a division
qf Federated Department Stores and is affiliated
with AMC (Associated Merchandising Corpora•
tioii.)
Graduates from top schools in.America join our
company each year because Shillito's is a pro·
gressive organization and known to 'be one of
America's finest stores.

*
LANDEN, LTD.
606 Yine S1.
'

PArkwaJ 1-'fHI

\

Mr. Jerome McCarthy, Employ~ent-- Manager,
will interview on your campus on Thursday,
April 25. Contact your Placement office for an
interview•. He will be interested. in discussing
placemen~ and career opport~nities with you.

Statistic
I
.

The other day our vice president in charge of good
news announced that someone, somewhere, enjoys Coke
&8 million times a day. You can look at this 2 waya:
Either we've 1ot an incredibly thirsty
Individual on our hands. Or Coca-Cola is the
best-loved sparkling drink in the world.
We lean to the latter interpretation.

SIGN
OF GOOD TASTE
I
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THE BENCHWARMER-Elgin Baylor Leads in News Poll
Ebben, Alcorn, NoUJak, Boothe FolloUJ In Voting;
XU's Freeman Given Honorable Mention Berth
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By Mel Brennan, News Sporl• Editor
Elgin Baylor, Seattle University, Bill Ebben, University
John Louis (The Count) Castellani took over the reigns
of Detroit, Hank Nowak, Canisius College, Jimmy Boothe, of Seattle University Chieftains and not only got them into
Xavier, and Harold Alcorn, St. Louis University. That's the the NIT and ranked among the top ten in the nation, but did
way the first annual Xavier News All-Catholic All-America the job so well that he was an almost unanimous choice for
stacks-up. It could just as well be a Catholic Who's Who in the Catholic Coach of the Year Award. Castellani far outbasketball ,for the year just ended, for all have received men- distanced the field that saw a
tion on more than one All-American.
close battle for second between end of the year, he had molded

TJle top vote-getter in the poll
and the honorary captain of the
team goes to Elgin Baylor, the
much publicised star from Seattie. Standing 6-6, Baylor led his
team to one of the best seasons
in the school's history, posting
a 22-2 . record. Baylor had a
fabulous year for a sophomore.
He scored 720 points (30.0 average) grabbed 483 rebounds
and led the team in just about
every department. Scoring points
is no.thing new to this native of
Washington D.C. As a school
boy, he posted a 36 point game
average, his freshman year at
Seattle, he had a 31.3 mean and
in A.A.U. competition, his average was 33.9. Baylor has just
about every shot in the book,
and to go with those, he is an
exceptional playmaker and drib:.
bler for a big man.
Bill Ebben
Not too many steps ibehind
Baylor was Bill Ebben, star
forward on the University of
Detroit's otherwise mediocre
club. Ebben, a product of Chicago's Fenwick high school holds
just about every record in the
school. For the season, he carried a 27.846 average, and of the
io new all-time Detroit individual records set this season~
Ebben set 9. He scored the most

------------for Canisius College. He upped
his own record for fouls made
by"hitting on 236. His 1449 points
set a new career mark and his
18.5 career average ranks second
only to Canisius's All-American
of last seas.on and presently with
the Cincinnati Royals, John
McCarthy, who had a 19.0 mean.
Nowak's 564 points set a new
one season record. A home town
player, Nowak led his team to
a 22-6 record, the best in the
history of the school. Standing
6-3, Hank was the major rebounder for the Griffins the past
two years.
Boothe, Alcom
The back-line for this dream
team is held down by two
pretty fair guards. In fact, the
word fair is probably the understatement of the year. They
should more probably be termed
great guards. No one needs to
be introduced to Jimmy Boothe,
the pint-sized captain of the
Musketeers. Coach Ned Wulk
best Summed Boothe's worth to
the team. by stating, "I could
spend an entire evening talking
about this little man with a
mighty determination, but. if I
did I would probably, end· up
with a lump in my throat."
Boothe missed making the first
teams of both the Brooklyn
Tablet and the All-Jesuit All-

career "(20.5), most field goals
for a career (583), most field
goals for a season (263)' most
field goals one game 0 9>• most
free throws for one season (198),
most free throws one game <17>,
and highest scoring senior. Ebben
scored 40 or more points three
times during the year, hitting
41 against Louisville and Tulsa.

Americans by a total of two
votes.
Boothe's ·back court partner
is Harold Alcorn, top scorer of
the Billikens of St. Louis Uni;..
versity. Alcorn is no exception 77 percent his junior year to
as far as this record-setting · 83 percent on 204 out of 245.
team is 'concerned. He set four Alcorn, another h om e-t o w n
new marks, including highest player, is a two-letter man for
scoring senior (564), most points the Billikens. When not in the
scored in one season, most free back court, he can ·be found
throws in one season (204), and roming the right field pastures
he upped his own record .for for the diamond nine.
foul shooting percentage from
Honorable Mention·
To this starting five, add the
names of Seton Hall's Dick
Gaines, San Francisco's Gene
Brown, Notre Dame's John
by Chester Field
Smyth, Duquesne•s' Dave Ricketts, Arlen Bockhorn, and
Xavier's Corney Freeman and
you have quite an outstanding
11-man team. The last named
were honorable mention nomi;.
nees.

Who will be the one to replace Ned Wulk and direct the
fortunes of the Xavier basketball squad for next year? That
has been the question that several students have asked me
dui."ing the week. My answer has been quite simple. I have no
idea. One thing is for certain. The next man is going to have
to go some before he will equal the marks set by Wulk.
Ned has established himself as one of the better coaches
in the business. When he came- to Xavier, Musketeer roundballers had participated in only one post season tourney. That
was back in 1948 when the Muskies, under Lew Hurt, journeyed
to Kansas City to compete in a small college tourney. Wulk
took over the reins and the Xavier star immediately started
its rise to stardom. First, it was the Kentucky Invitational
(here Xavier came home with the third place trophy), then
the Queen City Invitational (here the Muski~s came home
champs and third placers respectively) and finally the NIT
for two straight years.
In weekly rankings, X basketballers have ranked anywhere from 8th (Dunkel) to 30th in the nation. They have
been among the top teams in the country for the ,past two,
seasons. This has been without the aid of really top-flight
players. Certainly, the players have been far above the average, but they have not been All-Americans according to the
sportswriters. This feat can only be laid at the hands of one
individual, the coach.
Besides upholding the basketball end of the picture, Ned
Wulk has always upheld the teachings and the traditions set
down by the Jesuit order. When a man stepped out of line,
he reprimanded the player even to the extent of dropping
the player from the squad.
With that, this column closes its comment on Ned Wulk.
I certainly want to be one .of the first to wish this man all of
the best of luck at Arizona State during the years to come.
I only hope we will not have to play them after they get on
their feet and get some good material in about two or three · points (724), best scoring averyears.
·
age, best scoring average for a

FROM THE MAILBAG

Dear Mel:
After hearing all the pros and cons about the resigning of
Ned Wulk as basketball coach, I am finding myself writing
to you. I am getting fed-up with hearing all this talk about
Ned being a poor coach and getting rid of him was one of the
best things to happen for Xavier. Personally, I think his leaving is going to be sorely missed next season. This is no reflection on the in-coming coach, whoever he may be, but, it is just
a bit of advice from pne who thinks he knows a little about
Hank Nowak
the game.
Like Ebben, Hank Nowak just
Ned Wulk has always been a gentleman both on and off
the court. He has been able to say that he has built character about rewrote the record book
and still have season records of 17-11 and 20-8. This in itself
seems odd since the only coaches to talk about building character are the ones who have had poor seasons.
The daily newspapers are building-up the fact that Ned
IT'S FOR REALi
left only because of the challenge the new job offered. Money
was supposed to have little or no influence. I think the entire
blame for his resigning can be laid at the hands of a few of
the alumni who think they know more about the game than
any coach in the nation. If they do, why are they not in the
coaching profession instead of sales or some other field. Too
bad Xavier has to have graduates that base an entire season
on just one or two games.
I don't know how you feel about Ned Wulk, but these are
my opinions on the matter. I doubt if you will print this letter,
but I feel it is my duty to write and at least let the coach know
that not everyone here at Xavier is against him.
Sincerely,
Hunicanes are moody, temPerm:nental;
~ A Ned Wulk Fan·
Hunicanea perform in fits and starts.
Editor's Note: With this, we close the Ned Wulk issue for
Hunicanes have eyes·serene and gentle;
better or for worse. How do you feel on the matter?
Hunicanea have predatory hearts. ·
Hunicanes attack when least expected;
Hunicanea delight in cutting whirls.
Hunicanea can leave you broke. deject.eel •••
Funny we should name them after girls.

fin••• ITALIAN PIZZA
Try • Capri P111a tenl1ht - the
ttU•tltY Plu • yev can appreciate.

PIZZA
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OPIN IYlllY DAY - 4 P. M. 'till
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Seattle University's Johnny
Castellani Coach Of The Year

MOllAl.1 Vive Ja lemme! And vive le
BIG, BIG pleasure of Chest.erfield King!
Majestic length-plus the smoothest

natural tobacco filt.er. Chesterfield

St. Peter's Don Kennedy, Notre
Dame's Johnny Jordan, and Xavier's Ned Wulk. Kennedy finally
won the edge with Jordan and
Wulk tying for third spot among
the balloting.
Castellani's victory in the
Coach of the Year polling is a
success story of pupil over
teacher. Since 1952, he had been
assistant coach to Jordan at ND.
Earlier, he had served as frosh
coach under Ed· "Moose" Krause.
A product of New Britain high
school, Castellani put in a year
at Connecticut Teachers College
before enrolling at Notre Dame.
Rigid transfer rules prevented
him from participating in varsity athletics at the South Bend
school. He served with the Navy
during World War II, seeing
duty with Motor Torpedo Squadron 40 in the South Pacific and
postwar service in the Philippines.
.
He has a Bachelor of Science
degree in physical education and
has completed two years of law
school. Besides his- assistant
coaching choirs, Castellani also
taught physical education at
Notre Dame, including the ·basketball course given to P.E.
majors.
At the start of the season, he
had only one regular player
from last year's squad that compiled an 18-11 record. This had
been the poorest season a
Chieftain team had experienced
since the 1949-50 year. By the

BALLOU OFFICE
SERVICE
307 East tth St. MA 1·9111

... .

THE SHIRT

LAUNDRY
3818 Montromel'J . . . .

p .....
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Part time office work for es·
perieneed girls daJ, week or
month at a time. No fee, no
home typinr.
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SUMMER WORK

King ia the smoothest taating
smoke today becauae it•a packed

Tiiie• your ......,,. !!!I
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a highly successful team out of
Elgin Baylor, Thorton Humphries, Dick Stricklin, Jim Harney, and Francis Saunders. Oddly
enough, at the beginning of the
year, the Seattle brochure listed
Baylor, Humphries, and Stricklin
as being centers.
Centers or not, the Chieftain
rose on the shoulders of these
three men and especially Baylor. Their first ten games were
what Castellani termed an adjustment period. In that stretch
they won 8 while dropping 2'.
At the end of the season, the
record showed that these two
early season losses were the only
defeats to stand in the way of
an undefeated season. They had
established themselves as one of
the best teams in the school's
history. That's quite a feat considering since 1950, Seattle had
season records of 32-5, 29-8, 29-4,
26-2, and 22-7.
Of the starting five this sea- ,
son, Castellani will have three
for two more years. Baylor,
Humphries, and Saunders are
all sophomores while Harney is
a junior and Stricklin is the
lone senior. Needless to say, the
basketball world will be hearing
quite a lot about this guy Castellani and his Seattle University Chieftains for several more
years. At least, while Elgin
Baylor is still around.
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Poll Rainy

Seattle University's Johnny
Castellani Coach Of The Year
John Louis (The Count) Castellani took over the reigns
of Seattle University Chieftains and not only got them into
the NIT and ranked among the top ten in the nation, but did
the job so well that he was an almost unanimous choice for
the Catholic Coach of the Year Award. Castellani far outdistanced the field that saw a
los battle for second between
~t ;eter's Don Kennedy, Notre
D~me's Johnny Jordan, and Xavier's Ned Wulk. Kennedy finally
the edge with Jordan and
~o~k tying for third spot among
th~ balloting.
Castellani's victory in the
Coach of the Year polling is a
success story of pupil over
teacher. Since 1952, he had been
assistant coach to Jordan at ND.
Earlier he had served as frosh
coach t'.mder Ed "Moose" Krause.
A product of New Britain high
school, Castellani put in a year
at Connecticut Teachers College
before enrolling at Notre Dame.
Rigid transfer rules prevented
him from participating in varsity athletics at the South Bend
school. He served with the Navy
during World War II, seeing
duty with Motor Torpedo Squadron 40 in the South Pacific .8:°d
postwar service in the Ph1hppines.
.
He has a Bachelor of Science
degree in physical education and
has completed two years of law
school. Besides his- assistant
coaching choirs, Castellani also
taught physical education at
Notre Dame, including the basketball course given to P.E.
majors.
At the start of the season, he
had only one regular player
from last year's squad that compiled an 18-11 record. This had
been the poorest season a
Chieftain team had experienced
since the 1949-50 year. By the

end of the year, he had molded
a highly successful team out of
Elg~n B~ylor, . Th~rton. Humphries, Dick S~ricklm, Jim Harney, and Francis Saunders. Oddly
enough, at the beginning of the
year, the Seattl~ brochure ~ist~d
Baylo.r, Humphries, and Stricklin
as being centers.
Centers or not, the Chieftain
rose on the shoulders of these
three men and especially Baylor. Their first ten games were
what Castellani termed an adjustment period. In that stretch,
they won 8 while dropping 2.
At the end of the season, the
record showed that these two
early season losses were the only
defeats to stand in the way of
an undefeated season. They had
established themselves as one of
the best teams in the school's
history. That's quite a feat considering since 1950, Seattle had
season records of 32-5, 29-8, 29-4,
26-2, and 22-7.
Of the starting five this season, Castellani will have three
for two more years. Baylor,
Humphries, and Saunders are
all sophomores while Harney is
a junior and Stricklin is the
lone senior. Needless to say, the
basketball world will be hearing
quite a lot about this guy Castellani and his Seattle University Chieftains for several more
years. At least, while Elgin
Baylor is still around.

Weathe~

Hampers X. U. Footballers

MASSMAN DISAPPOINTED IN TENNIS TURNOUT
April showers may bring May
flowers, but they .don't produce
football teams. This, of course,
is the sentiment of Barry "Mick"
Connolly, Xavier's loquacious pigskin mentor, who bas been
mourning for several weeks now
the incessant downpours of ol'
Mother Nature. Her rain has virtually washed out bis attempts
at staging spring practice out of
doors, and bas forced him on several occasions to herd his personnel into the gym.
At this writing (last Monday),
the Musketeer footballers had
managed to hold but three sessions outside, two on the field
and one on the tennis courts, and
had limbered up on the inside
twice. As a result, Coach Connolly
has exhausted merely five of his
NCAA-alloted 20 sessions.
At first glance the situation
might not seem at all unfavorable. However, as Connolly himself puts it, "Our squad is comprised largely of next year's
sophomores and juniors, who are
in need of a tremendous amount
of work. This work cannot be
done in the gym. We need to get
the boys outside for the experience as soon as possible and as

much as possible. With Easter
vacation interrupting us next
week, we have only the week
after school resumes to get the
squad'- in shape for the spring
game."
"Mick" then explained that
this annual varsity-alumni batfte
was definitely scheduled for the
Sunday afternoon of May 5, a
change In date to avoid conflict
with a proposed Masque Society
production.
The Alumni team will be composed of seniors from last season's
team plus stars from other years.
Varsity back coach Bob Finnell
has sent out letters to players
from the 1951 team on up to the
present. The team will be coached
by John Hoffman .of the Chicago
Bears.
Regarding a progress report,
Connolly could offer little, since,
because of the rain, little has
been accomplished. Injuries have
not been punishing thus far, but
the virus did temporarily waylay several of the Connolly crew.
All in all, the spring football
picture at Xavier is about as
dreary as last week's weather.
Mother Nature must not like
football coaches.

ALL-AMERICAN ROSTER
Name
Pos.
Class
Ht.
Points
Baroid Alcorn .............. G
Sr.
6-1
564
Jimmy Boothe .............. G
Sr.
5-7
318
Elgin Baylor .................. C
So.
6-6
120
Bill Ebben ........................ F
Sr.
6-4
'724
Hank Nowak .................... F
Sr.
6-3
564
HONORABLE MENTION-Gaines (Seton Hall), Brown (San Francisco), Smyth <Notre Dame), Bockhorn (Dayton), Freeman (Xavier), and Ricketts (Duquesne),

Rain, rain, go away! If you see
Bob Massman, coach of the ten·
nis team, around school, don't
be surprised if he is chanting
this familiar lyric. Their opening match is scheduled j.or the
23rd of April with a tough Louisville club in Louisville, and to
date they have not had a practice. Between now and the 23rd
there is a week layoff for the
Easter vacation.
To make matters worse, at the
first and only meeting thus far
only 15 candidates turned out. Of
these, only 5 are lettermen returning from a 7 won, 7 lost
season.
The returnees include two seniors, Lloyd Lill and Mike Hassett,
and three sophomores, Mike Mc·
Conville, Martin Zydel, a n d
George Smith.
Coach Massman is in the process of rebuilding his team as his
two stalwarts, Brockhoff and
Shields, have graduated. They
were responsible for much of the
success of last year's club. This
year he intends to carry four
sophomores and three freshman,
as he eyes the future.
Chances for making the team
are very good as Coach Massman
was very disappointed at the lack
of interest shown by his first
meqting. There must be more
than 1% of the student body

capable of playing a fair game
of tennis. At the same time last
year there were some 45 candidates.
The schedule is much the same
as last year, which, I might add,
was a very tough one. The appearance of teams like Wilmington, Bellarmine, and Hanover
might cause one to think they
are breathers, but in reality they
are probably the best teams on
the entire schedule.
THE SCHEDULE
April
23 Louisville ....... ..... .. ... .. .. .. ...... .. .
25 Marshall ..................................
26 Dayton ......................................
29 Wilmington ............................
May
1 Kentucky ................................
a Wilmington ............................
6 Cincinnati .... .. .......... ....... .........
"I Ohio ..........................................
9 Dayton ....................................
10 Miami ......................................
13 Bellarmine ..............................
14 Marshall ..................................
16 Louisville ................................
18 Hanover ..................................

CHICO'S
ITALIAN AND AMERICAN
FOOD
3632 MONTGOMERY RD.

B1u11ring'1 Ph1r111ey

2 Minutes From Xavier

The Druo Store ClcMelt To
Xaviet' Untuerli'11
1818 Monttomer, &oaa
~lrole 1-3781

(One Block South of Dana)
JEfferson 1-9388
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You smoke refreshed

77 percent his junior year to
83 percent on 204 out of 245.
Alcorn, another h om e-t o w n
player, is a two-letter man for
the Billikens. When not in the
back court, he can ·be found
roming the right field pastures
for the diamond nine.
Honorable Mention·
To this starting five, add the
names of Seton Hall's Dick
Gaines, San Francisco's Gene
Brown, Notre Dame's John
Smyth, Duquesne's. Dave Ricketts, Arlen Bockhorn, and
Xavier's Corney Freeman and
you have quite an outstanding
11-man team. The last named
were honorable mention nomi;,
nees.

A new idea in smoking... all-new Salem

SUMMER WORK
Part time office work for esperieneed girl• day, week or
month at a time. No fee, no
home typlnr.
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Take a puff-it's·Springtime! Light up a filter-tip SALEM and find a smoke
that refreshes your taste the way Springtime does you. It's a new idea in smok·
ing- menthol-fresh comfort ••. rich tobacco taste ••• pure, white modern filter!
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century scene.
Of course, neither of the books
are new to the literary scene.
Huxley's· arrived at the bookshops some years before the· advent of the drug-store edition, in
1932, and Orwell wrote his works
between 1946 and 1949.

OBITER DICTA

only for society and its credoes
to invade the nursery. Huxley
detailedly explains and illustrates
hypnopaedia in Brave New World
but perhaps the most recent vivid

Naturally then, Orwell would
be more aware of the political
scene and with a fair degree of
accuracy could make speculations
on the development o{ that scene.
Huxley delves into the socio-scientific in such a manner as to
make one stand/back in awe. But
Pocket books are, in many instances, g9od investments. this effect takes place only if the
I speak of such books as the Homeric classics and Summa publication date is considered.
Contra Gentiles. It would be my guess that these books do not At times one sees much of the
sell in proportion to the bulk o.f pulp stories ~rom wh~ch that Nostradamus in Huxley, because
area of literature has gathered its bad reputat10n, but, JUst the of the degree of accuracy with
same, the worthy pocket books each pool.
which he foresees scientific and
are a good investment for less
moral
evolutions.
Swift saw a little race of people
than one third the cost of hardin England and immortalized
The instance of hypnopaedia
bound 'ssues.
them with their discoverer, Gul- (training while asleep) where the
Now in my varnished orange
liver. Huxley has found the world infant is subjected to the current
crate of pocket books there are
which the historian Lecky spoke ·creeds and doctrines of society
three which truly hold my interof where "virtue is looked upon until they are thoroughly inculest. Huxley's Brave New World,
as vice and vice is seen as vir- cated in the gi:owing child's brain
and Orwell's works, Animal Farm . tue," as the direction of contemcan now be s~en in its perfected
and 1984 are those to which I
porary man's activities. A not- form on the open market. Sturefer. I have devoured each with very.-hopeful picture of "where
dents of foreign languages, actors
equ;il delight and I often allude
it is all leading" is found in both learning roles, parents with bedto them in thought as well as in
Orwell and Huxley,· but both are wetting children, neurotics seekconversation.
extremely interesting in the de- ing a direction of ' ' p o s i t i v e
All periods of man's history tails of their penetrating criticism thought" and others are already
are marked with writings of of the social and political 20th using such devices. It remains
satirical nature which reflect
that period. Orwell, the more
politic of the two, has confined
his account of just where 20th
century man is going to the sociopolitic school rather than the
moral, while Huxley, adding the
scientific, has dipped a little into

By Pan Herlh

example of a "brain washing"
stands in the American prisoners
in Korea. No machines .were employed, true, but the potency of
the idea, which is, after all, Huxley's real point, is clearly shown.
In both cases, Huxley and Orwell, the philosophies, t~e drugs,
(happiness drugs in Huxley called
"Soma" the equivalent of our
tranquilizing agents). and the
conventions are substitutions. or
rather, evolved forms of existent
forms. The "moral" or the intent
of both writers would be that
it remains for man, as ever. to
weed out that which ls really
extinct; to develop that which
really is a development. and not
just an empty substitution (such
as Marxism for Christianity);
and to cling tenaciously to that
which is eternally necessary for
a balance in man's life.
In both authors one finds a
warning. It is first· a warning
against the kind of change Tennyson cautioned men against, the
hasty, irrational change. And it is
a directive for man to reexamine
his criteria in judging a tlfo1g's
worth.
Huxley calls for careful analysis of just what· "development"
and progress in "morals" and
science consist; Or:ven lays open
(Continued on Page 8)
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Down Front
(Continued from page 2)
Louisville,. Kentucky.
Antonio, excellently portrayed
.by David Niven, is· a convicted
rapist. During the movie's progress, the kind old prison psychiatrist, warmly played by Marlon
Brando, discovers that Antonio
has an Oedipus complex; the
ghost of Sigmund Frued, weirdly
played by Gary Cooper, agrees
with this. The plot thickens
when Antonio is released from
- prison and fiendishly bleeds to
death two prison guards, magnificently played by Jackie
Gleason and Andy Devine, (this
scene takes forty minutes).
The movie pr.ogresses and is
brought to a stirring finish when
Antonio is chased through the
city dump by the Louisville
Chief-of-Police, bravely played
by Anna Maria Alberghetti. For
a· ·brief moment the movie chase
is halted while Antonio has one
last moment of passion with a
homeless streetwalker whom he
finds slumbering next to a
watermelon rind (this reminds
him of home). And for seventeen
brief, but breathless minutes we
watch Antonio· and Hilda Graumeir, savagely played by Ethel
Barrymore, give vent to their
primitive love while surrounded
by last week's chicken bones
and this week's chickens. Unfortunately, this can't last for
ever (though it nearly does),
and the chase contines. Now the
Motion Picture Production Code
demands · that Antonio be shot
down in a pool of blood, the
very least that can happen to
him is that he be captured by a
very nasty sex maniac like himself. But Elisa Kazan is an
independently wealthy person;
and so Antonio swims the Ohio
to the Indiana side, moves to ,
Indianapolis where he sets up a
postcard stall, and lives fifteen
more misrable years-the sequel
will be out this !all with Walter
Pid.geon, Mamie Van Doren, and
Louis Armstrong.
Well good luck to you Max.
If you don't get put out of
bounds, you should be a rich
man before long. You're real~
l{ollywood.
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WHAT IS A TALKATIVE FARM

aovt

Vocal Yokel

•

WHAT IS A.1.EAKY PENt

URL lllLUll,
U. OF lllAlll

WHAT IS A SMART ELft

Blotter Doltei-

'

WHAT'S AN IMPROVED HANDCUfft

RICHARD SULLIVAN,
u. or CHICAGO

Better Fetter

llOHRT IALDRICA.
U, OF lllNNlljOTA

Brisht Sprite

WHAT DO HYPOCHONDRIACS

NOEL DOYLE, JR,.
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE

DOI

Feign Pain

WHAT IS!- BAKER'S WAGONt

THIS HOMBRE lives in a Dallas palace. He's got
oceans of oil, carloads of cattle-and plenty of
Luckies, too. But if he's always begging for a
match at light-up time, this affable gent becomes
a Vexin' Texan! Give him credit
knowing his
brands, though: a Lucky tastes like a millio~ bucks
-two million, in Texas! That's because a Lucky
is all cigarette . . • nothing but fine, mild, goodtasting tobacco that's TOASTEQ to taste even
better. Try a Lucky right now. Reckon you'll say
it's the best-tasting cigarette you ever smoked!

for

Luckies Taste Better
"IT'S TOASTED"' TO· TASTE BETTER ••• CLEAN~R, FRESHER, SMOOTHER I
@A.T.Co,

PRODUCTOJ'

~~j'~

AllSalCA'I

a.s.uuaro

JOE IARGI,
SAN JOSI Jll. COLLlll

Tari Carl

STUCK IOI DOUOHt

~START STICKUNGI

~.§'

MAICES25

We'll pay $25 for every Stickler we
print-and for hundreds more that
never get used! So start StickUngthey're so easy you can think of dozena
in seconds! Sticklers are simple riddles
with two-word rhyminganewere. Both
words must have the same number of
syllables. (Don't do drawings.) Send
'em all with your name, addrel8,
collegeandclaaetoHappy-Joe-Lucky,
box 67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

llAllUl'ACTV••• OJ' CIGARSTTSI

\
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Student Council Receives Various Reports;
Apathy Toward Angelus Recitation _Djscussed
By Don Barnhor•t, Council Corre1pondent
Student Council focused its activities this week on con- at the Homecoming Dance was
sideration of various reports. Jim Tasto re-submitted his bud- again brought up. President Ed
get for the Frosh Hop after· his preliminary account had Sajewski promised to contact
encountered mild controversy last week. The final form called Jerry Welsh, Homecoming Chairfor expenditures to the amount of $398.00 and an estimated man for next year, and to arranse

income of $450.00, netting the
Class of '60 a proposed profit of
approximately $50.00. The pro"
posed budget was voted on and
unanimously approved. Contrary
to the opinions of many of the
"South Hall sages," any profit
from this dance will not be distributed among the officers of
the class sponsoring the dance.
Concerning the University of
Cincinnati Invitational Bridge
Tournament, Roger Shay reported
a marked apathy on the part of
the students in responding to his
call to arms. However, to date,
eight students have expressed
interest in participating in the
event, and Rog plans a practice

"scrimmage" from which the best
representatives can be chosen.
Tim Garry provided Council
with a tentative report on the
recent trip to. Cleveland. Since all
returns on ticket sales have not
been made, a full financial account of the concert was not possible. However, Tim informed
Council that the Cleveland Clubsponsored excursion was figured
to have cost $999.50.
Following the reports, several
items under the heading of "old
business" drew the attention of
Council.
The question of whether draft
or bottle beer should be served

XAVIER
PRESENTS
ON· WCPO-TV
SUNDAYS

This semester marks the ninth consecutive season on WCPO-TV
for "Xavier Presents," the student variety show. The program is on
Sunday afternoon, WCPO-TV, Channel 9 from 4:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
The first program was on February ·17 and the series will run, for
sixteen weeks. It is the oldest college variety show on the air. The
show features talent not only from Xavier, but from all the other
colleges in the Greater Cincinnati Area.
The program is presented and produced by Xavier students. It
was started under the direction of Dr. Joseph Link, Jr. Rev. John H.
Reinke, S.J., is now the moderator. The student director is Dick
Siefert, a graduate student who is also on the staff of WCPO-TV. The
Master of Ceremonies is Nick Seta, also a graduate student. The
student production staff is headed by Dick Steiner, Bruce Blaes, and
Fred \Vacksman.
The ~irst shows featured Fr. Reinke, students from Xavier, U.C.,
and the College-Conservatory of Music. Recently the seeond act
of Madam Butterfly was presented by two graduate students and the
chorus from the College-Conservatory. Future presentations will
feature the Band, ROTC, Clef Club, and the Debating Society. Fr.
Reinke hopes to set aside a whole program for each of the other
schools in this area. This plan ls now being worked on In cooperation
with the other schools_. In the photos above, Fr. Reinke plays the
piano and Bonnie Laurie (left) dances with Pat Mahorney (right).

Off To Cleveland
•

• ':' j ••

'

.....

~····

•• '

"

•

for local brewery representailves
to inspect the Fieldhouse .situation and recommend the type of
refreshment service to which the
available facilities could be best
adapted.
The failure of the Angelus
Committee to achieve results was
also discusr.;ed. In the opinion of
this writer-if I may be permitted to assume temporarily the
role of an editorialist-the blame
for the failure of this committee
is not attributed directly and
completely to the members of
this committee but indirectly and
partially to the Student Body in
general. It takes more "guts"
than one may realize to stand up
in the center of So.uth Hall, for
instance, and initiate a group
recitation of the Angelus, especially when discouraged by the
derisive comments and snickers
of some of our lesser campus illuminaries. To make the Angelus
movement successful, a unified,
concerted student effort is vitally
necessary and is the only way in
which the desired effect will be
achieved.
A point of apparent misunderstanding was introduc~d to the
floor by Andy Guschwan. The
Friday night theater-in-the-round
Masque Society production, according to Student Council information, was to have cost an admission fee of $0.50; however, the
actual price at the door, according to Guschwan, was ·$1.00. The
circumstances concerning the admission charge were not clarified
during the Council session and
will be investigated before the
ne:ict meeting. Possible Judicial
Committee action may result.

TENNIS
CHAMPION;

SAYS:

'VICEROY HAS
THE SMOOTHEST
TASTE OF ALLr'
SMOOTH I From the finest tobacco grown, Viceroy selects only
the Smooth Flavor Leaf ... Deep·Cured golden brown for extra smoo1/111essl

S U PER S M 0 0 TH·! Only Viceroy smooths each puff
through 20,000 filters made from pure cellulose-soft, snow-white, natural!

Obiter Dicta

:::·:·!·~·:~.-.··

(Continued from Page 6)
the path for thought on how
complacency and apathy to a
seemingly tr an qui 1 situation
which will order itself (Communism) can lead to the death of
the "healthy" system (democracy).
All.in all, neither book is classic, but both are worth the attention of students desirous of seeing many things as they already
are and many more things as
they possibly could be.
PANCHO GONZALES' ADVICE:

:.ie••································
Legion of Decency movie:

i ratings are now available by i
: phone In a 24-hour service:
i provided by the ·Archdiocesan!
: Council of Catholic Youth.:
i Classifications for movies ap- i

~(JK£ r11£R

SM_OO'll''

v1c£Ro.

~

: pearlng downtown and at the:
•gar t theatrm are given. The:•
: telephone number Is GA. 1·:
£1288.
.

i

...................................;

-All Sorts Of
·Goodies Ready
For Family Day
The schedule for Family Day,
May 18, has been announced.
The program will open. at 1: 15
p.m. with flag raising followed
by Pershing Rifles demonstration
, at 1: 30 p.m. Xavier will meet
Hanover in baseball at 2: 00 .p.m.
At 2: 30 p.m. there will be the
dedication of the St. Francis
The Xavier University News wlll be represented at the Ohio Xavier Mural and the portrait
College Newspaper Association Convention In Cleveland on April 12 of Fr. Elet in Brockman Hall.
and 13 by (left) Bill Poole, editor-In-chief, and . (right) Bob luenke, The Masque Sociel.y presentation
senior editor. Stan \Veber, editor of the 1957 Musket~er, wlll also is scheduled fo1' 3: 30 p.m., and
attend. The Commodore Hotel ls convention headquarters. luenke there will be a spiritual pause
at the shrine at ·4:30 p.m. From
Is vice-president of the Ohio College Newspaper Alsoelatlon.
1

eadl, Btowa •

WUllamloD Tobac~o <,:utp.

5: 00 to 6: 00 p.m. there will be
a faculty reception in the President's Lounge. Dinner will be
served in the Blue Room from
.5: 00 p.m. to 7: 00 p.m. Campus
tours are scheduled after 5: 00
p.m. Refreshments will ·be free.
Tickets for the roast beef or
ham dinner will be $2.25 for
adults and $1.00 for children.
The show and dance planned for
the evening will cost $2.00 per
person.

Grad Directs Play
A Xavier graduate of 1953,
Paul Palmisano, is directing for
Bellarmine Players, Inc. its forthcoming production, "THE CURIOUS SAVAGE," by John Pat·
rick. This very "curious" comedy
will be presented on April 25,
26 and 27 at the Hamilton County
Memorial Ttheatre, 1225 Elm
Street near Music Hall. Curtain
time is 8:30. Tickets are avail·
able at Central Ticket Office,
!30 Vine Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

\
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Junior Prom, April 26

The Night Side of The News
LUCKY M"ISSES

No Excuse Now!
The Holy Father is obviously intent upon one thing more
than any other. He wants to bring the peol?le ever closer to
God. To this end he has encouraged eve1.11ng Mass, use of
English in the liturgy, and made changes m the Holy We~k
services.
.
Now he has changed the Eucharistic f~st rule !o make the
reception of Holy Communion more readily possible for all.
This of course is the very heart of the matter. In no other
way can man become more literally close to God. The graces
now available are impossible to evaluate.
·If the Holy Father were never to _do anot~1er thing as
Pontiff, he will be remembered for making pos_sible ~he long
lines of people who now come to the Commumon rail.

Eveni11g College Staff
Eclitol' .............................................................................. Kathleen Stuinph
Associate Eclitors .............................. Alberta Biedenharn, Ann Doud
Robel't Feldmann
Art Eclitor .......................................................................... Jo Ann Aver~
.\'Ioclerator ...................................................................... Paul E. S\veenc~

Adieit!
God Speed!
A familiar face around the
Evening College office during
these past five years will be
missing from the office staff
come Easter. Miss Sylvia Vos-

Tax Stamps Requested
Students are urged to bring
used tax stamps to the Hinkle
Hall desk anytime during the
school week.

For Meals at Home •••
For lunches at Worlc or School •••

Votes were cast, ballots were
counted and the following girls
were nominated as finalists in
the election for a Lady of the
Evening College: Mary Jo Baumgartner, Pat Dargis, Dottie Lohr,
Eileen McCarthy, Kathy McCarthy, Lois Molique, Janet
Puttman, Mary Ann Rawe, Janet
Schummer, and Phyllis Tolwig.
On April 26, official campaigning will begin and then watch
the sparks fly. Gimmicks, gadgets, and all sorts of favors will
be distributed to the students
so that on May 11, exactly one
month from today, at Kemper
Lane Hotel Ballroom, one of
these girls will become the
Lucky Lady.
.
The Social Club invites each
and every student to get a date
today and be present at the biggest formal dance of the year.
Time is fleeting so get busy and
make certain of an escort.
Tickets ·will be on sale very
shortly.
Eel Note: Those interestecl in
sec1tring an escort through the
assistance of the Evening College
News Staff call Dixie 1-9338.

,..__~~---HOMOGENIZED MILK

QUALITY v' CHEKD

(with Vitamin D)

la CREAM

They can't be beat as Healthful F~~
and Refreshing Dessert I At your Favorite
Food Store! For Home Delivery call CHerry
1-5880, or ask your French-Bauer driverl

,

~

_I

~

~~I

IETTEI DAIRY PRODUCTS SINCE II.ft

"ltcoetanomoretousethebestr•

Bellarmine Players, Inc .
PRESENTS

"THE CURIOUS SAVAGE"
(a very curious comedy)
Tickets $1.
Curtain: 8:30 P.M.
Central Ticket Office
Hamilton County Memorial
430 Vine OR CALL
Theatre
Miss Geisert, HU 1-6341
1225 Elm St. (near Music Hall)

kuhl leaves at that time to take
up duties elsewhere.
'
Never was there a request for

·~

"'

help on a particular problem or
project that went unheeded by
Sylvia. She is endowed with the
gift of cooperation to a degree
found only rarely in human
beings. No task was too big to
fiind assistance .from her only
too-willing hands. To say that
{ she will be missed by all of us
.. } \Vould be rather trit~. Let us instead say: "Success in your new
endeavor, Sylvia, and God's choicest blessings on a fine individual."

Burroughs ·srues -Representatives,
enjo~
the pleasures-of suc_c~ss early
-~

Junior Prom
(Continued from Page 1)
week of the dance and can also
be obtained from any member
of the Committee. Junior tickets
are $4.00; seniors, as guests,
will be admitted for only $3.00.
The Sheraton-Gibson Roof Garden, the site of the dance, will
be filled with melodious tones of
Don Lackey's Orchestra.
As a favor to the junior class,
the Incliana Club will sell corsages the week before the Prom.
Joe Berstein and Jerry Lynn,
decorations committeemen, are
"racking their brains" for a good
springtime idea; however, they
guarantee at least four roses on
every table.
Favors, guaranteed better than
anything seen on campus, will
be given at the dance.
Among the celebrities at the
dance will be Dr. and Mrs. F.
Anthony Peters.· The Committee
urges Juniors not to miss this
dance. As a matter of fact, it
suggest that juniors look for
dates and money over the Easter
holidays, possibly in Florida.

-~

Y~r career's off to-a fast ·start=ihe rewards
of success are yours early-as a Burrough~
Sales Representative.
You'll take pride in representing such a top'
"name" company, too, as you make day-by-,
day business contacts with high-level execu-.
tives. You'll be a systems counselor-with a
company that's a leading producer of business
machines, electronic computers, data processing systems and other electronic equipment forj
business, government, industry and defense.
As a Burroughs Sales Representative, you'lll
be paid while receiving thorough training
designed to equip you fully for your career
ahead. Your training is continuous, too-for'
you'll be kept up to date always on the latest
developments and techniques required for top
performance.
J'

After your formal training and some experi- ·;
ence under the guidance of experts, you'll be
ready to go on your own, analyzing your
clients' special needs, recommending appropriate systems, and implementing them with
the necessary Burroughs equipment. An~~~~

'course;-mosCof these client contactsare at the
level.
-- -·-· --· --·- ·

~management

And here's a "plus" benefit:- Bmroughs
rcorporation has offices in all principal cities of
·the United States and Canada and you can
select the area in which you want to work.

l

Your income potential as a Burroughs Repre·sentative will be outstanding; general company
benefits are the finest. Why not find out now
how you might fit into this success picture?

"

rFREE BOOKLET: For more details on just
how unlimited your career as a Burroughs Sales
Representative can be, write for our new career
!J!...O!Jklet -~ayo/
Ken T. Bement
General Sales Manager
Bu"oughs Division

BURROUGHS
CORPORATION
Detroit 32, Michigan
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Campus Glances
'Straight Shooters'
The XU R:O.T.C. rifle team
overpowered all competition
in the Ohio-Kentucky R.O.T.C.
rifle league to bring first
place and the trophy. Losing
to Kentucky by 26 points going
into the final phase, the team
made a sensational comeback to
win by 244 points. The University of Dayton could not keep up
with the fast pace, bowing by
673 points. The University of Miami, seeing that further competition was futile in the face of Xavier's surge, did not even fire the
final phase.
In the Southern Ohio Intercollegiate Rifle League, Xavier gave
a valiant effort, but with a
R.O.T.C. Team competing against
varsity competition, th~y bowed
to Dayton. In taking 5th place,
Xavier squeezed by the varsity
teams of the University of Cincinnati and Miami University. A
good deal of .the success of the
team this year can be contributed
to the coaching of Sergeant Williams.

Library Benefit
Mrs. T. R. Stoner and Mrs.
Daniel Lavely, co-chairmen of
the Booklovers' annual dessert
card party to be held at 12: 30
p.m. on Easter Monday, April
22, in the Armory, report that
the response so far indicat~s
that this year's affair will be
well attended. Proceeds benefit
the university library.
This is the first time in several years that the Booklovers
have held their party on campus,
Mrs. Stoner reported. A bake
sale and combination raffle are
conducted in conjunction with
the card party.

J..ast Chance!
Today is the last day to preregister. Registration will be
delayed and choice of courses
limited in September for those
who have not pre-registered.

More

Travelers

Mike Tancey, president of
the Political Forum, led a deiegation of five Xavier students
to an International Relations
Conference at Central State
College, Wilberforce,. Ohio on
April 5 and 6. The Xavier delegation, B o .b Cherry, Austin
Luckett, Cleta Rial, Bill Sena,

and Mike Tan'cey, led in every
field at the ' conference and
proved to be real products of
Xavier education.
The topic of the conference
was "The Effect of Discrimination Upon U.S. Foreign Policy."
Each Xavier member took a
different topic of specialization.
Austin Luckett chaired the group
on Religious Action. Austin made
good use of his philosophy in
contending with students from
Antioch and Wilmington.

Excellent Beginning
On last Friday, April 5, 1957
the Alchemyst started the formation of its Chemistry Literature Library. The club has .presented a copy of The Life and
Works of the Honomblc Robert
Boyle by Louis More to Mr.
Wurst. This represents the first
of a series of annual gifts of
books on the history of chemistry
to be presented to the library.
The purpose of these gifts is to
build up interest in the history
of chemistry and to increase the
number of books available in
this field.
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Catholic Leacle,.ship P~og1·a11i Planned;
Students Encou1·aged To Participate
IJy Ji'ru11k illcCee, News illanagirig Editor

Brislane Wins

A Training School for Catholic
Leadership, sponsored by the
Xavie1· University Sodality, will
be held for high school and
college students and moderators
al Xavic1· University, on Sunday,
April 28. Registration begins at
12:30 p.m. in the X.U. Armory.
After a general assembly at
1: 45 p.m., there will be separate
sessions for moderators, colicgians and high school students.

The 65th annual Verkamp
Prize Debate, held on March 29,
was won by Dan Brislanc, a
sophomore from Chicago. Dan,
an H.A.B. student-and a member
of the Philopedian Debating
Society, will also participate in
the Second Robert S. Marx
National Invitational Debating
Tournament. He will be awarded
the gold Verkamp medal at the
'fonors Convocation on May 6.

Prominent S1>eakcrs

Happy Anniversary

Speakers for the moderators
The Xavier Accounting Society wiJJ be Monsignor Earl L.
will celebrate its tenth anniver- Whalen, Director of the Archsary at the annual Dinner Meet- diocesan C o u Ii c i 1 of Catholic
ing to be held on April 25 at Youth; Rev. Edmund Hartmann,
6: 30 p.m. in the President's S.J., clean of the Milford Novitiate of the Society of Jesus;
Lounge, Union Building.
Stanley A. Hittner, C.P.A., Father J. Wcrnet, S.J., master
secretary-treasurer of the Ohio of novices al Milford. Speakers
State Board of Accounting will ·for lhe college students will be
Rev. Charles J. Blum, Rev.
be the guest speaker.
Frank F. Holland, S.J., and Rev.
Patrick H. Ratterman, S.J.
So?

Arcl1bislto11 Ap1>rovcs

I am persuaded that he who
is capable of being a bitter
enemy can never possess the
necessary virtues that constitute
a true friend.-Frit7.sborne

Archbishop Karl J. Alter has
endorsed the Training School.
In a letter to the Very Reverend
Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., pres-

dent, His Grace stated: "Again
and again our Holy Father has
sounded the call to the lay
apostolate in these critical times
. . . aware of the commission to
apostolic a,ctivity which they
have all received in the holy
sacraments of Baptism and Confirmation. In order to promote
the apostolate of the laity, we
have officially established the
Councils of Men, Women, and
Youth as the agencies of Catholic Action within the Archdioccse.

Sponsored For Youth
"But no apostolic program can
be effective without training in
devoted and intelligent leadership. For this reason I am happy
that the Xavier University Sodality is sponsoring its leadership program for the youth of
the area, and I beg Christ Our
King to bless abundantly the
program and all who are associated with it."
The general chairman is Jack
Davis, who is prefect of the
Sodality, and Thomas Frank is
the co-chairman.

:------1
e
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PLUS 50

LAND CAMERA
PRIZES

PICK THE PACK
THAT SUITS YOU BEST
Yes, try L1M in the new Crush-proof Box.
Try the handy. L&M Pack ... then finish the
limerick about the pack that suits· you best~

lMM
Fly around the world this summer!

•
·n

&M.,,,;

The adventure of a Lifetime ... is waiting for You!

Travel the route of Jules Verne's fabulous
hero to the most romantic places in the
Liii
world. London! Paris ... Rome ... Istanbul
NEW CRUSH PROOF l 1 MBOX
... Calcutta ... Hong Kong ... Tokyo!
JJO mo1t.1
This could be your summer vacation ...
79 days of enchantment with all expenses
paid. And all you have to do is write one Said a popular B.M.O.C.:
simple line of English!
"The New Crush-proof Box
Just finish the limerick about the pack
is for me!
that suits you best . . . the Crush-proof
L&M Box or the Handy L&M Pack. See It closes so tight,
simple rules in box below ... and send in Keeps my L&M's right,
your entry TODAY! ------t~

1
j '

. :

.

Co~B

Summer School in SALZBURG
Discussing the CATHOLIC
point of view on MAN AND
THE UNIVERSE.
Under the chairmanship of
Professor P. Thomas :Michels,
O.S.B., of the University of
Salzburg, leading scientists,
philosophers and theologians
from 14 European Universities
will give lectures dealing with
current research and concepts.
All courses will be translated
into English. Some 600 students
from various European countries will partieipate. Entire
program lasts 4 weeks, including a two week travel program
through Holland, Belgium,
France, Germany and Austria.
Room, Board, Travel, Tuition,
Ocean transportation includell
for $580. Group sails, .July 15,
1957.
.
For information and application write to:
·
The Institute of European
Studies-A non-profit eorp.
35 East Waeker Drive,
Chicago 1, Ill.

EASY CONTEST RULES

-------------------------·" ·-------------~-----------

1.

Finish the: limerick about whichever
L&M pack suits you best.
your last line with the wrapper
Trip around the 2. Send
or box from the L&M pack you prefer
world In 79 days
(a facsimile will do) ... along with your
name and address, to L&M, P. O. Box
1635, New York 46, N. Y.
3. Contest restricted to college students.
Entries must be postmarked no later
than midnight, April 30, 1957.
Polaroid "Hl1hlander" 4 Entries will be judged on literary exLand cameras
· pression, originality, sincerity and apt·
ness of thought. Decision of our judges
(Contest11•oid w/1ere1•er illegal) is final. Winners will be notified by mail.

FIRST PRIZE

Said a Phi Beta Kappa
named Jack:
"I go for the L&M Pack!
It's so handy to totC,In my shirt or my coat,

NEXT 50
PRIZES

01951, Llrgett & Mytrs Tobacco C o . - - - - - - - - - - - - _ _ .

Get Full, Exciting Flavor
Plus the Pure White Miracle Tip

LiveModem:o!IlM
America's fastest-growing ci.aretta
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